Principles That Bring The Peace of God and The God of Peace To Us

PHIL 4:2-9
Keep Your Relationships Right

- Agree In The Lord      Phil 4:2-3
- Live in Peace         Heb 12:14
- Keep Short Accounts   Mt 5:25
- Forgive Quickly       Col 3:13
Keep Your Attitude Right

- Have an attitude of joy
  
  **Rejoice:** to have joy; to be calmly happy

- Keep an attitude of patience
  
  **Gentleness:** to be mild, to be gentle or patient

- Refuse to be anxious
  
  Lit = *STOP being pulled in many directions!*
Keep Your Prayers Right

- Prayer
  A general word for prayer, covers all bases

- Petition
  Specific and intense and intentional prayer

- Thanksgiving
  Giving thanks God

“We are often eager to ASK and slow to APPRECIATE”
Want The Peace of God
And
The God of Peace?

- Right Relationships
- Right Attitudes
- Right Prayer
Commitments?

- Make a wrong relationship right
- Choose the right attitude
- Pray right